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The exactly solved model invented by Sutherland and 
the speaker in 1981 has very recently lead to a class 

of two dimensional systems SrCu_2(BO_3)_2, Tm 
B_4.... that are currently exciting.

In this talk I will summarize the recent experimental 
systems that have been found, and also some key 
ideas from quantum antiferromagnetism and Mott 

Hubbard physics that are tested. 

The underlying lattice
has apparently an ancient history dating back to the 

concerns of Archimedes, and according to many 
workers, the lattice and the model have an

intriguing future as well, providing a testing ground 
for current ideas on unusual quantum phenomena. 



•The Heisenberg  type  Models on the SSL:

•Early RVB (1969-1981) (Majumdar(1969),  Anderson- Fazekas
(1973), S-Sutherland(1981))

•Prehistory 200BC Archimedes and his tilings.

•Mott Hubbard Physics: In response to High Tc: The doped spin liquid 
as the big hope.---what is a spin liquid?

•SrCu2(BO3)2   Kageyama and the Magnetization Plateau Story

•More SSL Compounds: R2T2M class Rare earth tetraborides.

•Doping the spin liquid- Shastry -Kumar (2001) and Schmalin-Trivedi
(2007)



Early story of RVB

1969  Chanchal K Majumdar, Tata Institute Bombay 

P. W. Anderson, Mater. Res. Bull. 8, 153 (1973) 

H=
P

j(
~Si.~Si+1) + α

P
j(
~Si.~Si+2)

α = 1/2

Exact solution: only solution other 
than Bethe’s 1932 solution!!



2 4 6

1 3 5

ψ1 = [1, 2][3, 4][5, 6].[N − 1, N ] ψ2 = [2, 3][4, 5][6, 7][N, 1]

ψA = ψ1 − ψ2 ψB = ψ1 + ψ2

N/2even(odd)ψA(ψB) is the ground state and the other is a low lying exci-
tation with δE ∼ O(exp−N)

hψB |ψAi ∼ O(exp−N)

Thermodynamic limit gives a 2 fold degeneragte gs, with solitonic
excitations a la Polyacetylene

Shastry Sutherland 1981 (Phys Rev Letts)---discovery of spinons, 
excitations with spin half rather than spin one as in broken 

symmetric cases



Affleck Lieb 1988 elevated this to a “theorem”: either broken symmetry (parity) or gapless 
excitations for spin half particles.

Anderson (1973) Cambridge preprint!!

Revived Pauling’s idea on resonance and gave a rather 
poor energy gs for Heisenberg antiferromagnet on the 

triangular lattice:

He did not fool us with the poor numbers emerging from his  
calculation: We were thoroughly impressed in 1973 by the 

originality and depth of his ideas!! 

However, we were in a minority since there are only 5 or 6  
other papers between 1973 and 1986 citing Anderson RVB, 

and 3 of them are mine and 2 by Anderson!!



The S Sutherland Lattice and the The S Sutherland Lattice and the 
spin modelspin model

1981 at Slat Lake city 1981 at Slat Lake city withDanwithDan MattisMattis and  Bill Sutherland: After a riveting and  Bill Sutherland: After a riveting 
talk by Bob talk by Bob SchriefferSchrieffer on fractional charge in the on fractional charge in the polyacetylenepolyacetylene model, we model, we 
chatted with Bill saying that chatted with Bill saying that polyacetylenepolyacetylene is the same as the is the same as the MajumdarMajumdar
model!!model!!
SpinonSpinon paper (1981) PRL particles with spin half emerge as fractionalipaper (1981) PRL particles with spin half emerge as fractionalized zed 
objects, instead of spin 1 excitations such as objects, instead of spin 1 excitations such as magnonsmagnons..
How about higher dimensions? Triangles hold the key and frustratHow about higher dimensions? Triangles hold the key and frustration was in ion was in 
the air (Les the air (Les HouchesHouches Ill Condensed Matter 1978 with Anderson/Toulouse)Ill Condensed Matter 1978 with Anderson/Toulouse)

The SS model on the “funny lattice”The SS model on the “funny lattice”







1995 Kageyama et al

Discovery of  spin gapped 
nature of Sr Cu_2 (BO_3)_2





J_{diag} > 1.4 J is now physically reasonable since distances are so 
arranged. J_{diag} ~ 60K and J~45K experimentally

But the lattice was known to at least two people 
in history, Archimedes and J Kepler!!



Archimedes was born c. 
287 BC in the seaport city of 

Syracuse

Archimedes is considered to 
be one of the

greatest mathematicians of all 
time. (Wiki)

He thought about tiling the 
2-D plane with symmetric 

polygons:





Triplons on bonds do not propagate 
well, only pairs do. Massive 

interacting boson representation is 
feasible

Plateaus: numerical and theoretical + 
experiments. K Ueda and S Miyahara











“Wigner crystallization” picture of the plateaux phases.



Towards Superconductivity via Mott Phases

AFM state that is a 
“nuisance” Get rid using a 

quantum disorder 
parameter “y” to get  a 

spin liquidy
T

SCAFM

x
Spin liquid breaks no symmetry, spatial or 

internal space. E.g. 1-d HAFM Bethe state or 
1/r^2 Gutzwiller state



Claim (Shastry Kumar 2002) 
SrCu_2(BO_3)_2 is already a spin liquid 

state, it is a Mott insulator rather than a band 
insulator, and can be doped to get non trivial 

electronic superconductivity 

Unit cell has 4 Cu atoms therefore by 
Wilson’s rules, is either a band insulator, 

OR, more interestingly

A semimetal !!





By solution, it is a semimetal like Graphene.
Infact a strong analogy to bilayer graphene seems to 

exist,
but with strong interactions (unlike graphene which 

is uncorrleated to a good appx)

Quadratic touching of filled valence band and 
empty conduction band, and notice a flat band, 
either just above or just below the fermi level. 
Presumably some group theory tells us the 

inevitability of this pheonmenon. Also possibly 
adiabatic connected model to bilayer graphene.

Experimentally SrCuBO3 is a good 
insulator, gap ~ 1 ev. Hence it is a 
Mott Insulator rather than a band 
insulator since it breaks no spatial 
symmetries. It is also a spin liquid 

state.



Doping Mott states to get 
superconductors: This is  a 

great experimental challenge. 
Many groups are trying it. How 
about theory? What Tc do we 

expect? Order parameter 
symmetry? 

MFT: Kumar Shastry 2002

More exact Schmalian ..2007





VMC calculations with projected 
BCS wave functions. Large scale 

numerics involved with many 
variational parameters and also 
allowed inhomogenous solutions



Results are quite 
symmetric in hole and 
electron doping. Really 
interesting system to 

dope.



Other realizations of SSLOther realizations of SSL

Rare earth Rare earth tetraboridestetraborides (2006(2006--2008) and2008) and
R2T2M R2T2M 

TbB4 xy 400K (1)

DyB4 Quadrupolar order ? (2)

TmB4 Isinglike 11.70K (3)

HoB4 Isinglike 70K (4)

ErB4 Isinglike 150K (5)

Y b2Pt2Pb mixed(FM +AFM) 20K (6)





Spin Ice 
type 

structure 
emerges.





summarysummary

Variety of magnetic Variety of magnetic behaviourbehaviour that is that is 
interesting, more frustrated than triangular interesting, more frustrated than triangular 
lattice and tractable in parts.lattice and tractable in parts.
Doping is where the biggest fundamental Doping is where the biggest fundamental 
payoff might emerge.payoff might emerge.
Meanwhile analogies are richMeanwhile analogies are rich——bilayerbilayer
graphenegraphene and adiabatic connections.and adiabatic connections.
Thank you for your Thank you for your attention.attention.
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